Evalua on of Mesh Quality, Run- me Efficiency, and Predictability for
CPAS Customized Variable-Resolu on Mesh

Abstract
The ClusterTech Pla orm for Atmospheric Simula on (CPAS) consists of two innova ons. First, the Customizable Unstructured Mesh Genera on (CUMG) enables local mesh refinement in arbitrary shape using user-defined horizontal
resolu on in any desired loca ons. Genera on of meshes with large resoluon varia on for high resolu on regional forecast becomes possible. Second,
to save computa onal resources in me-integra on on such meshes, different
me-steps are applied to mesh cells of different sizes using Hierarchical TimeStepping (HTS). This reduces the model run me tremendously for meshes with
large resolu on varia on. This study compares the mesh quality, real simulaon efficiency, as well as predic ve performance of a CPAS customized 128-to1 km mesh to the Model for Predic on Across Scales - Atmosphere (MPAS-A)
standard 60-to-3 km mesh by simula ng three historical scenarios, with and
without HTS.
The CPAS 128-to-1 km mesh was found to have be er quality over the MPAS-A
60-to-3 km mesh, namely cell quality, angle-based triangle quality, and triangle
quality. Using HTS, the benchmarked saving of the total run me for the CPAS
128-to-1 km mesh and MPAS-A 60-to-3 km mesh are 56.8% (2.33x speedup) and
16.5% (1.20x speedup) respec vely. By comparing the 5-day simula on results
with the Na onal Centers for Environmental Predic on (NCEP) Final (FNL) Opera onal Global Analysis, all forecast variables show comparable performance in
all cases with and without HTS for both customized and standard meshes, illustra ng the validity of the CPAS customized mesh running in HTS. On comparing
with daily mean temperature measured by 28 local weather sta ons operated
by the Hong Kong Observatory (HKO), the CPAS 128-to-1 km mesh generally
produces higher correla on coefficient than the standard 60-to-3 km mesh in
all cases. The promising model performance along with remarkable speedup
indicates the validity and feasibility of using meshes with large resolu on varia on for local/regional forecast in opera onal manner.
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1. Introduc on
The model performance and model run me are two major concerns for atmospheric simulaon. Both are substan ally dependent on the mesh specifica on, in par cular, the number of
mesh cells, mesh resolu ons and coverage of the refinement regions. In MPAS-A, a globallyconstant me-step (determined by the CFL condi on of the smallest grid) is used. This however, poses challenges on high resolu on regional forecast using meshes with large resolu on
varia on due to imprac cally long run me.
In CPAS, CUMG is an in-house implementa on based on, or strongly influenced, by several literatures [1–6]. The unstructured grid mainly consists of hexagonal cells, with a few pentagons
and heptagons. The corresponding dual Delaunay triangular mesh is guaranteed to have no
obtuse triangle and hence never off-centred. Following a bisec on refinement algorithm[1],
the construc on of grid connec vity for CPAS’s mesh with local refinement is non-itera ve,
and the mesh quality are then enhanced through op miza on itera ons without breaking the
connec vity. This results in extremely fast grid convergence in mesh genera on [1–3]. Furthermore, for simula ons using variable-resolu on meshes, the restric on on using a globallyconstant me-step is relaxed by HTS. It applies different me-steps to mesh cells of different
sizes, therefore a more efficient u liza on of computa onal resources can be achieved.
This study evaluates the mesh quality, run- me efficiency, and predictability of a CPAS customized 128-to-1 km mesh with comparison to the MPAS-A standard 60-to-3 km mesh with
and without HTS. Three cases occurred in 2018 were chosen, namely, passage of a cold front
(Case 1), heavy rainfall associated with a trough of low pressure (Case 2), and passage of a
tropical cyclone (Case 3).
2. MPAS-A Standard 60-to-3 km Mesh vs CPAS Customized 128-to-1 km Mesh
The two meshes differ from the shape, span and number of refinement regions, and range of
resolu on varia ons as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Specifically, the standard 60-to-3 km mesh
contains 835,586 horizontal grid cells with a circular refinement region, while the customized
128-to-1 km mesh contains 126,515 horizontal grid cells with several arbitrary-shaped refinement regions.
The 128-to-1 km mesh was tailor made for weather forecast over Hong Kong and the coastal
area of Guangdong province. It was generated using 500 op miza on itera ons, with roughly
1-km resolu on covering Hong Kong and its adjacent waters. The center of the refinement
region of the 60-to-3 km mesh was relocated to Hong Kong.
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Figure 1: Mesh resolu on drawn on orthographic projec on maps centered on 10◦ N, 105.0◦ E for (a) the
customized 128-to-1 km mesh and (b) the standard 60-to-3 km mesh

Figure 2: Voronoi mesh drawn on orthographic projec on maps centered on 10◦ N, 105.0◦ E for (a) customized
128-to-1 km mesh and (b) the standard 60-to-3 km mesh. Darker refined regions infer their finer resolu on
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A. Mesh quality
The mesh quality can be determined by four quality parameters – cell quality (regularity of the
mesh cell), angle based triangle quality (regularity of the interior angles of the dual), triangle
quality (regularity of the edges of the dual), and number of obtuse triangles of the dual.
Denote the length of an edge of the Voronoi cell as l, cell quality is determined by the quo ent
of the shortest and longest edges of the cell:
Cell Quality =

lmin
lmax

(1)

Consider the dual (Delaunay triangula on) of the Voronoi cell, denote the interior angle as θ,
and the edges as a, b and c. The angle-based triangle quality and triangle quality are determined
by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) respec vely:
Angle-Based Triangle Quality =
Triangle Quality =

θmin
θmax

(a + b − c)(b + c − a)(a + c − b)
abc

(2)
(3)

It is perfect to have these three quali es equal to 1, and the number of obtuse triangles equal
to 0. However, to generate a variable-resolu on mesh, a certain number of stretched cells must
exist. A high quality mesh should contain a large number of cells having quali es close to 1,
while the minimum of the quali es are sufficiently high to maintain numerical stability.
It is discovered that both meshes have zero obtuse triangle. Moreover, refer to the distribu on
of mesh quali es in Fig. 3, the CPAS 128-to-1 km mesh (blue) has an overall be er quality than
the MPAS-A 60-to-3 km mesh (yellow) for both the mean (solid line) and minimum (dashed
line), showing the feasibility of CUMG algorithm for genera ng meshes with large resolu on
varia on.
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Figure 3: Distribu on of the mesh quali es for the customized 128-to-1 km mesh (blue) and the standard
60-to-3 km mesh (yellow): (a) cell quality (b) angle-based triangle quality (c) triangle quality
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B. HTS levels assignment
The HTS level (n) is a non-nega ve integer assigning on each mesh cell (including halo cells
[7]) based on its horizontal resolu on. Fig. 4 shows the spa al distribu on of the HTS levels
assigned on mesh cells in the two global SCVTs. The smaller the mesh cells, the higher the HTS
levels, and the smaller the me-step used during model integra on.

Figure 4: Spa al distribu on of the HTS levels assigned on (a) the customized 128-to-1 km mesh and (b) the
standard 60-to-3 km mesh drawn on orthographic projec on maps centered on 10◦ N, 105.0◦ E (le ) and 10.0◦
S, 75.0◦ W (right)

Based on Fig. 4, the summary of resolu ons, me-steps, total number and percentage of cells,
and me saving when compared with MPAS-A are tabulated in Fig. 5. Denote the largest mestep (smallest HTS level) as dt0 , then the me-step for HTS level n were determined by:
dtn = 2−n dt0

(4)

For non-HTS cases, the me-step were set to be equivalent to the me-step of the largest
HTS level, i.e. 9.375 s (dt4 ) for the standard 60-to-3 km mesh and 2.34375 s (dt7 ) for the customized 128-to-1 km mesh. These values are roughly equals to 4 mes of the actual minimum
grid spacing in kilometers: 2.38 km (the standard 60-to-3 km mesh) and 0.591 km (the customized 128-to-1 km mesh). It is noted that the me saving is a theore cally es mated value
by assuming perfect scalability of inter-process communica ons, perfect threading op mizaon, and negligible input/output me.
The HTS tables in Fig. 5 can be represented by variable width column charts shown in Fig. 6,
where the y- and x-axis refer to rela ve resource usage and percentage of cells respec vely.
Suppose the resource usage of MPAS-A (i.e. without HTS) is indicated by the area under the
100% resource usage because a globally-constant me-step is used for all cells. In CPAS (i.e.
with HTS), the resource usage for cells of different sizes are different, which are illustrated by
the green bars (HTS levels ascending from le to right). And the area emerging the resource
usage of MPAS-A, i.e. area enclosed by the orange rectangle, is the overhead. Therefore, the
overall resource saved by HTS is the difference of red region and orange rectangle.
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Figure 5: HTS table lis ng the resolu ons, me-steps, number of cells, and theore cal computa onal resources
saving of each HTS levels for (a) the customized 128-to-1 km mesh and (b) the standard 60-to-3 km mesh

C. Es ma on of required resources
In real simula ons, the computa onal resource is mainly spent on integra on for cells in me.
The computa onal load of physics modules and I/O also grow with the number of cells. Taking
approxima on and for simplicity, we define a unit, ‘Giga cell-step per simula on day’ abbreviated as ‘Gcs/day’ to quan fy the theore cal computa onal cost associated with a mesh for real
simula ons. This measure of computa onal cost is provided in the Mesh Genera on Report
for each mesh generated by CPAS. The computa onal cost for the standard 60-to-3 km mesh
and customized 128-to-1 km mesh are 6.57 Gcs/day and 1.26 Gcs/day respec vely.
3. Model and Hardware Configura ons
In this study, CPAS version 0.4.0 was used to evaluate the efficiency of the meshes. The code
was compiled and run using single-precision floa ng point calcula ons. The diagnos c variables were outpu ed in 3-hour interval using netCDF-4 format. The split dynamics include 2
sub-steps and 3 split steps, and the radia on scheme was called in 30-minute interval.
The cases and ini al condi ons used are iden cal to [8], in which cases 1 to 3 were respec vely
ini alized on UTC 00 5 Jan 2018, UTC 00 11 Jun 2018 and UTC 00 12 Sep 2018 using The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim (0.75◦ ×0.75◦ ) [9]. The length
of simula ons were 5.5-day, where the first 12-hour was regarded as spin-up. The me-steps
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Figure 6: Graphical representa on of Fig. 5 for (a) the customized 128-to-1 km mesh and (b) the standard
60-to-3 km mesh. The resource usage for simula on using the same mesh with (CPAS) and without HTS
(MPAS-A) are respec vely highlighted by the area of green bars and area under 100% resource usage. The area
enclosed by the orange rectangle is the overhead. The overall resource saved by HTS is the difference of red
region and orange rectangle.

used for HTS (and non-HTS) in the standard 60-to-3 km mesh and customized 128-to-1 km mesh
are 150 s to 9.375 s (uniform 9.375 s) and 300 s to 2.3475 s(uniform 2.34375 s) respec vely.
The Moderate Resolu on Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) was used as the land use classifica on. The topographical data was obtained from Global Mul -resolu on Terrain Eleva on
Data 2010 (GMTED2010). The model was configured with 55 ver cal levels, with the model top
set to 30 km. The default physics suite on MPAS-A was adopted for all simula ons, where the
convec ve parameteriza on scheme was switched off by CPAS scale-aware feature for mesh
cells smaller than 9 km (Table 1).
Table 1: The set of physics parameteriza on schemes used in this study
Parameteriza ons
Convec on
Microphysics
Land surface
Boundary layer
Surface layer
Long Wave Radia on
Short Wave Radia on

Schemes
New Tiedtke [10]
(switched off below 9 km)
WSM 6-class [11]
Noah [12]
YSU [13]
Monin-Obukhov [14]
RRTMG [15]
RRTMG [15]

All cases were run on the same set of compu ng nodes configuring Intel’s Knights Landing
processor (KNL). 4 KNL nodes with each containing 68 physical processors were used. The
meshes were decomposed into 272 par ons, matching the same number of total physical
cores, such that only one task was distributed to each processor. The MPI runs were boosted
by se ng OMP_NUM_THREADS=4 and OMP_STACKSIZE=128M.
Copyright ©2020 ClusterTech Limited
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4. Results and Discussion
A. Efficiency Evalua on
Figure 7 shows the average ming profiles of some MPAS-A rou nes for the customized 128-to1 km mesh and standard 60-to-3 km mesh over 3 historical cases. The results for HTS and nonHTS are respec vely highlighted in magenta and dark-green for both figures. It is noted that,
the component ‘physics driver’ considers all physical parameteriza on procedures listed in
Table 1 except microphysics.
Define speedup as:
Lnon-HTS
(5)
LHTS
where Lnon-HTS and LHTS refer to the execu on me of non-HTS case and HTS case of the corresponding rou ne respec vely.
Slatency =

It is observed that HTS boosts every major component in CPAS dynamic core in all cases using both standard and customized meshes, resul ng in considerable speedup when compared
to non-HTS. Refer to the profile for 128-to-1 km mesh in Fig. 7(a), speedup higher than 1.91x
are recorded in rou nes ‘microphysics’ and ‘atm_advance_acoustic_step’, and speedup
higher than 2.01x and 2.45x are recorded in ‘atm_compute_dyn_tend’ and ‘physics driver’
respec vely in all three cases. Next, refer to the profile for 60-to-3 km mesh in Fig. 7(b),
speedup of roughly 1.50x are recorded in all three cases for rou nes
‘atm_compute_solve_diagnostics’, ‘atm_advance_acoustic_step’ and
‘atm_recover_large_step_variables’.
The average total run me for the 128-to-1 km mesh is 33.4 hours (HTS) and 77.5 hours (nonHTS), resul ng in 56.8% of average me saving (2.33x speedup) for HTS cases. In comparison,
the average total run me for the 60-to-3 km mesh is 67.4 hours (HTS) and 80.7 hours (nonHTS). Therefore, the average me saving for HTS is 16.5% (1.20x speedup). Both cases have
roughly half of the theore cal computa onal cost me saving shown in Fig. 5(a).

Figure 7: Average ming profile of the MPAS-A rou nes between HTS (magenta) and non-HTS (dark-green): (a)
the customized 128-to-1 km mesh (b) the standard 60-to-3 km mesh
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The me saving is par cularly noteworthy for the 128-to-1 km mesh than the 60-to-3 km mesh.
This result is consistent with the es ma on depicted in Fig. 6, where the total area of the green
bars in Fig. 6(b) is obviously smaller than that in Fig. 6(a). In other words, the me saved by HTS
greatly depends on the resolu on varia on (or no. of HTS levels) as well as the distribu on of
cell sizes (or the ‘Giga cell-step’).
B. Predictability Evalua on
I. Comparison with FNL reanalysis data
Following the approach in [8], the model results were validated through comparison with the
Na onal Centers for Environmental Predic on (NCEP) Final (FNL) Opera onal Global Analysis.
The FNL reanalysis data was prepared by inges ng surface observa ons, balloon data, wind
profiler data, aircra reports, buoy observa ons, radar observa ons and satellite observa ons.
The model data in a 6-hour interval was interpolated to a 0.25◦ x0.25◦ regular lat-long grid before valida on, matching the spa otemporal resolu on in FNL [16]. Various forecast variables
- including mslp, t2m, q2, u10, v10, t850, q850, hgt500, u200 and v200 - over the 5-day analysis within the area of interest (a lat-long box covering 3 km refinement region of the MPAS-A
60-to-3 km mesh shown in Fig. 8) were extracted. The Taylor’s skill scores were then computed
following the equa on men oned in [8].

Figure 8: The model data within the red lat-long box, consis ng of 61 (meridian) x 65 (zonal) grids, were
extracted before comparison with FNL reanalysis data: (a) the customized 128-to-1 km mesh and (b) the
standard 60-to-3 km mesh
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The Taylor’s skill scores are illustrated in the panel plot in Fig. 9, where the le column shows
the customized 128-to-1 km mesh (i.e. Figs. 9(a), 9(c) and 9(e)) and the right column shows the
standard 60-to-3 km mesh (i.e. Figs. 9(a), 9(d) and 9(f)). The top, middle and bo om figures
respec vely show results obtained for cases 1-3. It is observed that all forecast variables in
the 5-day simula on show comparable performance in all cases with and without HTS for both
customized and standard meshes, indica ng the validity of the CPAS customized mesh running
in HTS.

Figure 9: The Taylor’s skill scores of the forecast variables between HTS and non-HTS for comparison with FNL
reanalysis. (a), (c) and (e): Customized 128-to-1 km mesh for cases 1-3; (b), (d) and (f): standard 60-to-3 km
mesh for cases 1-3
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II. Comparison with HKO weather sta ons
To evaluate the simula on results in the high resolu on region, i.e. the Hong Kong territories,
the model data was compared against 28 HKO weather sta on observa ons (Fig. 10).

Figure 10: Geographic loca ons (red dots) of the 28 HKO sta ons for model evalua on, and the voronoi mesh
for (a) the customized 128-to-1 km mesh and (b) the standard 60-to-3 km mesh

The model data, temperature at 2 meter (’t2m’), in the nearest cell in the mesh from each
weather sta on was extracted. It is noteworthy that the distances from the cell centers to the
sta ons are generally much shorter in the 128-to-1 km mesh than in the standard 60-to-3km
mesh, because the former is customized to have 1 km resolu on over this region of interest.
3-hourly CPAS output data are aggregated into daily average temperature to match to the available daily observa on data. Sca er plots are made and the correla on (r), mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) for both customized and standard meshes were
computed (Fig. 11). Furthermore, the plot of Taylor’s skill scores for all simula on runs are
shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 11: Sca er plots for averaged forecast temperature against observed daily mean temperature of 28 HKO
weather sta ons (a)-(c): Cases 1-3
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Figure 12: The Taylor’s skill scores of temperature for comparison with 28 HKO weather sta ons

Refer to Fig. 11, the customized 128-to-1 km mesh (blue triangles) generally produces higher
correla on, smaller MAE, and smaller RMSE than the standard 60-to-3 km mesh (yellow stars)
in all cases, except a larger MAE is found in case 2 (Fig. 11(b)). These results provide an insight of using high resolu on meshes up to 1 km in real simula ons. As CPAS supports mul resolu on sta c data as input, higher resolu on sta c data – including soil type, topographical
data and landuse data – were used in high resolu on regions. This plays an important role on
how the sta c fields are represented in the model, par cularly in resolving the topography and
land-water boundaries. For instance, for a weather sta on located in the coastal area, a lower
resolu on mesh (even for high resolu on sta c source data) might possibly misinterpret the
surface as sea.
5. Conclusion
The efficiency of the customized 128-to-1 km mesh and standard 60-to-3 km mesh with and
without HTS are evaluated by running three cases using the same model se ngs. The run
me of all MPAS-A rou nes for HTS simula ons are significantly shorter than that for nonHTS in all cases. On average, the real me saving for the customized 128-to-1 km mesh and
standard 60-to-3 km mesh are 56.8% (2.33x speedup) and 16.5% (1.20x speedup) respec vely.
The promising model performance along with remarkable speedup indicate the validity and
feasibility of high resolu on local/regional forecast using customized global variable-resolu on
meshes in an opera onal manner.
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